
Name: __________________________________     Period: _______     Date: _______________ 
 

Quarter One: Quiz One Study Guide 
 European Geography and Ancient History  
 
Focus of Quiz One will be on the physical geography of Europe and 
Russia and the application of skills and processes as they relate to the 
study of geography. 
 
Objectives: 
Students should be able to: 

➢ identify Europe’s relative location in the world and describe the characteristics that make it a 
region. 

➢ identify Russia’s relative location in the world and describe the characteristics that make it a 
region. 

➢ describe the major geographic (land and water) features and climatic features of Europe and 
Russia. 

➢ apply the following skills: 
1. know the parts to a “good map” 
2. be able to read and interpret maps 
3. use cardinal and intermediate direction 
4. calculate distance using a scale 
5. explain the difference between relative and absolute location; identify a location based on its 

longitude and latitude coordinates. 
6. identify and describe the three major latitude zones 
7. describe and apply the factors that influence a region’s climate 
8. read and interpret a climate graph 

 
Assignments and Notes  Section: 

➢ Student Evaluation of Pre-Assessment (Ms. Apple will keep the pre-assessment to chart student 
growth over time) 

➢ Notes: Major Parts to a Good Map 
➢ Notes: Latitude Zones 
➢ Activity: Physical Maps of Europe, Russia, and the Eurasian Republics (directions and map) 
➢ Article and Activity Sheet: Europe: Physical Geography 
➢ Article and Activity Sheet: Russia and the Eurasian Republics: Physical Geography 
➢ Article: Two for One 
➢ Activity Sheet: Where in the World?  Europe 
➢ Quarter One: Quiz One Study Guide (this paper) 
 
Note: Besides the Pre-Assessment you will complete a performance assessment task to measure 
geographical reasoning skills. Ms. Apple will also keep this task to chart student growth over time. 
 

Key Terms/Concepts, Events and People: 
LOST LADS  Absolute Location  Relative Location  Breadbasket  
Latitude Zones  Region    Four Major Types of Land Archipelago 
Peninsula  Fjord    Strait 
Gibraltar  Dardanelles   Bosporus 
Eurasia   Hemisphere   North Atlantic Drift  
Gulf Stream    Permafrost   Black Earth Belt 
Chernozem  Factors of Climate  Population Density 

 
Quiz on ________________ 


